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This report on the economic outlook of the multifamily 
market includes the following:

•	 Builder rankings	by	past	market	performance,	current	
market	conditions,	and	forecasted	market	growth

•	 Location comparisons of builders based on the 
builders’ markets’ fundamentals (HCRI) and 
submarket desirability

•	 Builder metrics,	such	as	active	community	count	
changes,	orders,	and	cancellations

•	 Five-year apartment rent forecast

•	 Ranking of top apartment REITs based on their 
regional diversification and economic factors

•	 Analysis of the interplay between housing and 
apartment market dynamics and demographics

•	 Apartment market conditions,	including	absorption,	
occupancy,	rents,	and	construction

What questions will this 
report help you answer?
•	 Which apartment REITs are 

positioned in the best markets?

•	 How much rental growth can I 
expect in the top MSAs over the 
next five years?

•	 How much multifamily supply is 
expected	in	the	next	five	years,	
and how does that amount 
translate to growth for the REITs?

•	 Which markets have the largest 
disparity between homeownership 
and rental costs?

•	 How is this disparity benefiting the 
REITs?

Apartment
Analysis and Forecast



• Major Texas markets 
are forecasted to see 
the lowest rental rate 
growth nationally over 
the next four years as 
slower employment 
growth and elevated 
levels of multifamily 
supply keep rental rates 
depressed.

• Job growth in San 
Francisco and San Jose 
is projected to be 
among the lowest of all 
major apartment 
markets over the next 
four years as tech 
employment slows.

Rent Growth Will Remain Strong through 2018, However Job 
Growth Remains Mixed

Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC (Pub: Mar-15) *Metropolitan division

Rent and Job Growth Forecasts for Top Apartment Markets
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Own vs. Rent Gap in REITs’ Markets
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Weighted average cost of owning home vs. renting an apartment

Due to Rising Home Prices, Renting Continues to be More 
Affordable than Owning in Every REIT’s Footprint

• Although lower interest rates over the past year have reduced monthly mortgage payments, the cost of owning a home versus 
renting across all REITs’ markets remains at a premium.

• PPS, MAA, and HME have the most competition with homeownership compared to their REIT competitors.

Greatest threat of homeownership

Sources: REIS effective rents; John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC (Data: 4Q14, Pub: Mar-15)

Note: Buyer premiums are weighted by market footprint. Housing cost is based on a 5% down payment, 30-year FRM, PITI payment plus mortgage insurance. Our 
analysis uses 80% of the market’s median detached resale prices and assumes no tax deduction. The rent value data comes from apartment rents and does not 
include single-family rentals.
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